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SpacePak Solves Commercial
Business Cooling Need
In a commercial setting, how can you reduce your cooling equipment size and cost, while
still providing sufficient AC to all of the tenants in your building? That was the question
that Oasis Mechanical of Lanham, Maryland had to answer when addressing the needs
of the Greenbriar Community Building in Greenbelt, Maryland.
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When the Greenbriar Community Building was renovated,
Oasis Mechanical of Lanham, Maryland was hired to
install a cooling solution for the facility’s four separate
offices. SpacePak representative Ken Herne suggested
they marry SpacePak high-velocity AC with an energy
recovery system for maximum cost and energy savings.
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largest SpacePak system, at five tons,

“Herne, an outside-of-the-box thinker, confirmed that the five-ton
SpacePak system would not be sufficient, but suggested an unusual
solution – marry the SpacePak system to an energy recovery system.”
SpacePak pioneered flexible central air
conditioning nearly 40 years ago.
The SpacePak system distributes

would not be large enough for
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SpacePak systems in condominium

thinker, confirmed that the five-ton
SpacePak system would not be

“The newly configured system reduced the overall cost of the equipment for the owner, the need for conventional AC ductwork, and also
the labor by one-third for installing the system. This shaved approximately $80,000 from the original project estimate.”

“The owner is very happy with the
solution,” said Cummings. “Oasis
Mechanical provided a unique solution
to his problem by working closely with
the local sales representative and
design engineering firm. It’s a great
showcase project for Oasis as well as
for SpacePak.”
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